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President’s Message

rom September 2011 to May 2012, our show “My Favourite Medal” was held at
the Rodman Hall Art Centre/Brock University in St. Catharines, Ontario. This
was our first show at our new permanent home. Our theme allowed our members
to show off their favourite medal, and tell us why it had this distinction. This
special edition newsletter documents these pieces. They are shown in alphabetical
order by the submitter’s last name, and will give you a glimpse into our world of
fine art medals.
I hope you enjoy the pieces as much as we do!
Sarah Tothill
President, MASC

“My Favourite Medal”

Sarah Tothill beside showcase
at Rodman Hall Art Centre /
Brock University
(Showcases put together by Art Ellis.)

“Together”
Holly Atkinson
Bronze, 2008
127 x 89 x 6 mm
It describes a couple together
joined by heart and soul.

Obverse
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“Japanese Iris”
Jeanne Bates
Bronze, 2011
100 x 150 x 7 mm
It reminds me of a blue sea of irises
I saw in a Japanese garden in Kyoto.
Each separate, yet all are one.

Obverse

“Extreme Makeover”
Lynden Beesley
Bronze, 2011
145 x 120 x 4 mm
It was produced for the theme
“Passages to Reconstruction” so this
represents a face changed by plastic
surgery showing two sides and the
instruments used.

Obverse

“Celtic Horse #1”
Mark Benvenuto
Tin / Lead
63.5 x 6.35 mm
It was my very first medal.

Obverse
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“Biomorphic Wedding Ring”
Kris Bovenizer
Bronze, 2009
45 x 80 x 15 mm
This medal is my husband’s “Wedding ring”.
The many roads we may choose to take together are
represented in the undulating lower region. The high
ridge depicts the proverbial sunset that we strive
towards. The original, in green soapstone, played a
key role in my marriage vows with the exchanging of
rings. This bronze version was given to my husband
on our first anniversary.

Obverse

“Celestial Encounter”
Lindley Briggs
Bronze, 2011
76 x 76 x 12.7 mm
It incorporates most of my favourite
images - clouds, sky, wings and an
idealized fantasy couple. I reduced it
myself in 3 steps from a 16” original.
It has my favourite red wine patina.
Obverse

Untitled
William Clements
100 x 5 mm
This is my favourite medal because of
its simplicity and clarity.

Obverse
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“Love - the Moon and the Stars,
and everything in between.”
Pauline Dalby
Bronze, 2010
95 x 5 mm
It is so obviously hand-made. It’s my
favourite view from my apartment I watch every night. The hole in the
frame means there is always more
room for love to enter our lives.
Obverse

“Mankind Series , Black and White”
Eugene Daub
Porcelain, 2000
100 x 10 mm
It never had to leave my studio.
I like the contrast of the matte
porcelain against the
black glazed image .

Obverse

“Sink or Swim I”
Anne-Lise Deering
Bronze, 1990
75 x 2 mm
It is one of my most innovative and
creative designs.

Obverse
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“Lettering
Experimental”
Art Ellis
Bronze, 2010
90 x 9 mm
I enjoyed the curiosity of
trying new methods.
Reverse

Obverse

“Angel of Death / Witnesses”
Leonda Finke
Bronze, 1999
146 x 114 mm
It is a societal and political restriction
- it may be addressing threat to our
freedoms. I feel all art needs to be
somewhat ambiguous. I had political
prisoners in mind but it can show
purely a psychological state of being,
equally intentioned.
Obverse

Reverse

“Through the Water”
Nadanne Hartwell
Bronze, 2009
100 x 89 x 19 mm
It was my first attempt at sculpture
and bronze work. It opened my eyes
to many other artistic endeavours.
Reverse

Obverse
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“Moholy - Nagy”
Alexander Husvetti
Bronze, 2004
90 x 10 mm
Portrait of Moholy-Nagy
with Bauhaus symbol.
He taught at the Bauhaus
from 1923 to 1928.
Reverse

Obverse

“Transformation I”
Elaine Jaques
Bronze, 2008
100 x 90 x 15 mm
It is the first in an extremely challenging series of 5,
which, taken together, represents a very dense,
multi-layered and highly technical body of work.
I learned an enormous amount creating this medal,
where frontal edge views stand on their own, yet are
integral to the transformation from obverse to reverse.
Obverse

“Eden Lost”
Saulius Jaskus
Bronze, 2003
152 x 19 mm
It is my favourite medal because of its detail, universal
relevance, respect for our basic innocence and its
ongoing loss by our own free will.

Obverse
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“Take Liberty”
Jane Juda
Bronze, 2011
80 x 15 mm
It was a joy to create.
It came from the heart
and flowed through my hands.
I took the liberty of
allowing it to become.
Now when I look at
“Take Liberty”
it can be anything I choose in that
moment. It is abstract.
Reverse

Obverse

“The Giants Olive Tree”
Eleanor Konkle
Ciment Fondue, 2007
83 x 121 x 6.4 mm
Experimental media and design as visual puzzle to discover “giant” with suggested figurative and action clues
- colour, olives, hand, face, tree shade
(original in bronze).

Obverse

“Innocence / Experience”
Marie Jean Lederman
Bronze, 2007
100 x 75 x 5mm
It was inspired by the 9/11 destruction
of the Twin Towers in my home town,
and expresses my hopes for some
reconciliation among religions.
The obverse reflects my doubts and
fears.
Obverse

Reverse
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“Untitled”
Shu-Hui Lee
Bronze, 2009

Obverse

The safest place is the arms
of the mother. I want to
celebrate the mother’s love
through this creative piece.

Reverse

“Fashion Freak”
Magdalena Lesniak
Brass, 2009
90 x 80 x 5 mm
It is funny to see that
for some people fashion is so
important that they would even
parade around with feathers stuck in
their behind just to look trendy.

Obverse

“Sorsum Corda”
Jacqueline Loreio
Bronze, 2006
130 x 125 x 32 mm
This is my favourite medal because of
its meaning, and the artistic curvature of
the form and how it sits on the base. The
symbolic meaning is the hand of God
holding the human heart and supporting
mankind’s passion for life.
Obverse
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“Sandwich Medal”
Antonio Louvado
Steel, Resin, Brass Screws, 2009
82 x 12 mm
It was the first time I used other materials
besides bronze and I worked on it from
beginning to the end. It gave me great
pleasure to create this “Sandwich Medal”.
I call it this because its two steel plates
with resin in between look trendy.
Obverse

“Museum Memories”
Geert Maas
Bronze, 2008
135 x 145 x 15 mm
Visiting museums is one of my favourite pastimes.
The medal features a variety of elements related
to museums including people, buildings /
architecture, magnifying glass represents research
and conservation, fabric / textiles, landscapes,
hardware and agricultural needs.
Obverse

“Balanced Points of View - Yin Yang”
Scott McKinnon
Bronze, 2009
127 x 12.7 mm
It is representing harmony and balance in a world
of conflict. By looking at both sides of any
conflict with a “balanced point of view”,
it allows us to see everyone’s point of view so we
can come to better understand one another.

Obverse
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Untitled
Anna Meszaros
Bronze - sand cast
115 x 15 mm
I like the contrast between the dark
and polished elements and how the
subject fills the circle.

Obverse

Untitled
Michael Meszaros
Bronze - sand cast, 2003
107 x 10 mm
It deals with human ambitions,
hopes and expectations of life.
Every choice will have good and
bad results. I also like the circle
being broken, but still quite evident.

Obverse

“I Will Study War
No More”
Judith Christine Mills
Bronze, 2010
90 x 60 x 10 mm
Obverse

Reverse
It is from a favourite passage from Isaiah - the one about hammering swords
into ploughshares and hooks, etc., and, of course, that nation will not
fight against nation nor “study” war anymore.
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This medal fits into your hand, two-sided with each side relating
and it has lettering. These are necessary to me for a medal.
I like the thin quality of the work. The complete edition is sold.
I also enjoy the craftsmanship of this work.

Obverse

“Death of Icarus”
Del Newbigging
Bronze, 2002
120 x 80 x 5 mm

Reverse

Untitled
Trish Oliver
Bronze, 2003
90 x 80 x 15 mm
The idea was simple and involved
drawing, modelling and transferring
into wax. The finished piece takes
on an interesting objective feeling.

Obverse

Untitled
Sylvia Perle
Bronze, 1991
146 x 140 x 38 mm
It was the first
freestanding,
abstracted medal
I attempted, and Calder
remains one of the
favorite sculptors.
Obverse

Reverse
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“Don’t Weep forMe, Mother of God”
Linda Preble McVay
24k Gold Plated Bronze, 2011
76.2 mm
I made the medal after seeing the icon in
Russia last spring. I was very moved by the
image. I sculpted it in the style of icons and
in the tradition of icon writers,
it is not signed.

Obverse

“US Delegation Medal - FIDEM Tampere, 2010”
Polly Purvis
Glass, Copper, Resin
60 x 10 mm
I was honoured to be chosen to create the
American Delegation medal for the 31st
FIDEM Congress in Tampere, Finland.
Working with collaged glass is an exciting
new direction for me.
Obverse
“The Tree of Life
(in memorium of Alexander McQueen)”
Eric Schwarz
Silk, Glass Beads, Gold Mesh and Thread, 2010
110 x 11 mm
This medal was begun shortly after
the death of Alexander McQueen,
an artist I deeply admired.
The hundreds of hours of stitching
on the medal were very therapeutic
in the grieving process.

Obverse

Reverse
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“Hunter Ryan Scott”
Ray Scott
Hydrocal, 2003
80 x 15 mm
Hunter’s astrological sign,
shown adjacent to his portrait.
Obverse

Reverse

“On Temple Walls”
Ann Shaper Pollack
Bronze, 1997
85 x 83 mm
This medal depicts the Udjat Eye of Horus as
the central motif surrounded by hieroglyphic
relief forms. This medal captures the spirit of
Ancient Egypt and that civilizations’
belief in the afterlife.
Obverse

“The Homecoming”
Jeanne Stevens-Sollman
Bronze, 2001
113 x 18 mm
My old neighbor, a farmer
who delivers our hay, has a
grandchild who lives out of
state. This medal depicts his
joy when his family return
home to the farm.
Obverse

Reverse
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“Labrador Passage”
Yoshika Sunahara
Fabricated with Sterling Silver
and Mixed Media, 2004
80 x 4 mm
This medal symbolizes my youthful times
in the Canadian north.

Obverse

“Tom Thompson”
Susan Taylor
Bronze
127 x 12.7 mm
This medal opened the door to
other commissions.

Obverse

Reverse

“Caligula”
Carlo Toccalino
Bronze, 2000
115 x 110 x 14 mm
The horrified grimace and sunken eyes of
Caligula mirror the absolute terror of the
citizens of Rome during Caligula’s depraved
reign (37 - 41 AD).

Obverse
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“Embrace Your Child”
Sarah Tothill
Bronze, 2007
127 x 70 x 6.3 mm

Obverse

It was the first medal I ever made.
It captures my belief that if you
embrace your child, helping them to
learn who they are (and not what you
want them to be), then they have the
confidence and energy to focus on
worldly matters (they embrace
the world).

Reverse

Untitled
Lorraine Wright
Bronze, 2006
114.3 x 127 x 3.2 mm

Reverse

Obverse

“Dance 1”
Andrea Yermy
Bronze, 2011
80 x 115 x 10 mm
It is my most recent work and the most
abstract. The “landscape” is surreal,
dreamlike and mysterious.

Obverse
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Untitled
Georgina Zmatlik
Porcelain, 2010
I like the design of a medal. It is not easy
finishing patina and glaze in a kiln. It is a
celebration of “10th Anniversary of MASC”
and I’m proud to be part of MASC.

Obverse

MASC Mission Statement
The Medallic Art Society of Canada is dedicated to the creation, promotion,
appreciation, and education of the fine art of the medal
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Medallic Art Society of Canada
412 Roncesvalles Ave., Suite 115,
Toronto ON, M6R 2N2, Canada
e-mail: info@medallicart.ca
www.medallicart.ca

412 Roncesvalles Ave., Suite 115
Toronto, Ontario, M6R 2N2
Canada

Meet the MASC Council
President:
Vice-President:
Recording Secretary:
Treasurer:
Membership Secretary:
Newsletter Editor:
Webmaster:
Honorary Directors:

Sarah Tothill
Kris Bovenizer
open position
Ray Scott
Andrea Yermy
open position
Paul Petch
Del Newbigging 2000-2012
Dora de Pédery-Hunt 2000-2008
Anne Lazare-Mirvish

Directors:
Eric Knoespel
Eleanor Konkle
Antonio Louvado
Geert Maas
Rodman Hall Liaison:
Art Ellis
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Past Presidents:
2010-2011: Doug Taylor (interim)
2008-2010: Paul Petch
2006-2008: Saulius Jaskus
2003-2006: Susan Taylor
2000-2003: Del Newbigging

